
Tzungjia Enterprise Co.,Ltd



Core values of Tzung Jia

．Integrity
．Best quality
．Innovative
．Delivery on time



Company Introduction
Tzung Jia Enterprise Co., Ltd. is an manufacturer of Tack & Equipment and sewn 
products in Taiwan. Tzung Jia Company established in 1999 and enlarged the plant, 
increased efficiency and productivity. Tzung Jia has produced sewn products for over 
25 years. Tzung Jia has a professional sales team, R&D team and production team. 
Tzung Jia provides the best quality, value and service to meet our customer’s needs. 
“Always provide the best products for every client” is our main target and service 
purpose. We have never been afraid to accept the challenges from the customers. 
Tzung Jia has great confidence to meet your requirement.

Tzung Jia keeps growing and accumulating experience. In 2018, Tzung Jia built our 
second factory and passed ISO9001:2015 for providing customers the best quality 
products and fulfilled our ambition.

Tzung Jia is developing the products of pet accessories now. Tzung Jia hope that we 
can offer much more service for different customers. Tzung Jia also established the 
brand of pet accessories, “CROWN KONI”, to increase the pattern of our business, 
and create the different market.



Business Philosophy & Customer Development

Tzung Jia seeks fine stitching technique, to keep our best skill in the competitive market. Building trust and long-term 

business relationships with our clients is the ultimate objective of our company. Tzung Jia insists on offering the best 

quality goods for many customers. We have provided a large number of products for many customers from European, 

America, Middle East, Saudi Arabia, Australia, etc.

Customer first and quality first is our commitment to our clients. we carefully give reply to various requirements from 

different customers, and provide the best solution for every customer, including the selection of model and optional 

part, proposal of workshop layout, and other information concerning knitwear.

Tzung Jia pursues products for Japanese famous brands and large businesses. Our great quality control and technique 

have been firmly rooted. Also, we will keep providing perfect after sales service to customer through our sales network 

all over the world and learning the technique of management from Japan. We deal seriously with the feedback, opinion 

and development need from customers, provide reliable product to the customer, give priority to the satisfaction of the 

customer to repay the purchase of our product by our customer and enter a new course of development in the knitting 

industry.



The Development of Tzung Jia
Since 1997, Tzung Jia has built up the first factory. Tzung Jai is expanding our business gradually. Tzung Jia keeps 
pursuing the higher technology, and equipment to make all of our clients be satisfied with our service and products. 
In order to maintain the quality of our products, Tzung Jia also try our best to pass any international certification.



Work Environment
We strive to implement our core value, creating a better work environment with open, equal communication, cooperative 

teamwork, and advanced innovative solutions. We adhere to our corporate roots and foster a sense of pride in our 

employees, thereby keeping up the search for newer and better ways to progress on the global stage.

From production management, procurement, quality control, warehouse management, to the production processes, all 

operations are integrated into a flow line which maximizes production efficiency. Manufacturing is performed with the 

highest standards, meeting the highest expectations. We adopt high-efficiency plant management and specifically introduce 

5S site management as plant and production line planning guidelines, while all process designs of production and related 

operations comply with ISO standards. The record system is also effectively strengthened.



Production Process
From ordering, cutting, sewing to quality control, Tzung Jia produces all in our factory.

We emphasized in procedure of production and quality control. We pay a lot of attention on every step, to keep our 

promise to customer.



Our Service
• Quick Sampling
To be sampled quickly, Tzung Jia makes the sample by using our own fabric. If you want to use the fabric that is not in stock, we also can keep 
the purchase procedure for the materials as short as possible.

• OEM
Tzung Jia has professional production team and the best production equipment. We have over 25 years’ experience in OEM manufacturing 
for various range of products, such as support braces, Laptop Cases, Pouch Bags, etc. Providing the design drafts or sample of products, Tzung 
Jia can help you mass produce the products.

• ODM
Tzung Jia creates high quality original products for global markets. Tzung Jia has excellent design team which can turn your idea into the best 
product. With excellent design and production experience, Tzung Jia can help you achieve your goals with our wide selection of services and 
reasonable price. Our services ensure the process as smoothly as possible.

• Customization
Tzung Jia provide custom industrial sewing service. We can manufacture the products come in different size, color, materials. Tzung Jia has 
Hot-Stamping Machine and Heat Press Transfer Machine. Therefore, you can put the logo on the products. As long as you provide the 
specification of the products, Tzung Jia will confirm the detail and follow your requirement to produce the product.



CONTACT
US

No.25, Ln. 728, Bifeng Rd., Caotun Township, 
Nantou County 542, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
+886-4-92326551
+886-4-92365797
service@tj-kuloi.com

mailto:service@tj-kuloi.com


Thanks for your attention 
And support  to Tzung Jia.


